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Abstract 
Framework for Collecting, Reporting, and Sharing is an open source data 

management technology platform built to run on the World Wide Web.  As this 

technology platform, it allows interested parties to generate Internet-enabled feedback 

systems.  Feedback systems take many forms; in the context of this project, it will take 

the form of a community oriented policing system, designed to perform neighborhood 

watch type functions in the context of vehicular transgressions, and a fictional business's 

comment card.  The platform incorporates user management, data management, and 

report functionality as well as extensibility interfaces, through the use of plug-ins, to 

allow significant robustness in a customer's implementation.  The platform utilizes 

modern open source software technologies, including PHP and PHP PEAR, and popular 

commercial technology, in the form of Microsoft SQL Server, to make it easy to 

implement, modify, and extend - this allows choice and control to a customer. 
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Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

1. Project Description 

 The purpose of my senior design project is two-fold.  I intend to design the 

software to support a common business platform and create a specific implementation 

that will satisfy the need of a community and in doing so demonstrate the proof-of-

concept for the software.  The software I intend to design will be a framework to support 

the business platform found in collaborative community feedback systems, such as 

Craigslist or Angie’s List.  My specific implementation will architect a system for 

helping what the World Health Organization (WHO) calls a “major but neglected public 

health problem” (9, p. 3). 

1.1  Societal Problem 

On any day of the week, America’s roads experience hundreds of vehicular 

accidents.  The consequences from these events range from minimal to overwhelmingly 

tragic, including death, dismemberment, and disability.  For the world in total, the WHO 

estimates 1.2 million people are killed per year and as many as 50 million are injured. (9, 

p. 3)  These statistics are expected to increase by 65% between 2000 and 2020, unless 

proactive preventative measures are enforced. (9, p. 3)  Because of this, the WHO calls 

road traffic injuries a “major but neglected public health problem” (9, p. 3).    Contrary to 

common wisdom, the WHO states these accidents are neither inevitable nor 

unpredictable, but are creatures of human behavior “amenable to rational analysis and 

countermeasure” (9, p. 7). 

On the local, person-to-person level, motorists can and will see dangerous 

vehicular behavior on even the simplest and shortest commutes.  These behaviors include 
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 Speed dangerously slow 

 Speed dangerously fast 

 Attention impairment 

 Dangerous driving techniques (i.e. improper change of lane, tailgating) 

 Time & distance misjudgments 

 

These are a representative, categorized sample of typical dangerous driver behavior.  The 

individual reaction is normally indifference, anger, or frustration, but rarely action, even 

for cases where the law has clearly been broken or injurious result barely avoided.  

Unfortunately, this reaction also perpetuates the problem.  The aforementioned behaviors, 

left unchecked, lead directly to accidents and injuries.  The options for action available 

now are woefully insufficient: a formal or informal report on these events.  A formal 

report is 

 Cumbersome in time and effort 

 Not reported conveniently for the populace 

 Not directly actionable 

 

An informal report 

 Generates short term effort without long term effect 

 Is not recorded or reportable 

 Is not directly actionable 

 

The time & effort requirements, as well as the lack of transparency for a formal report, 

lead to a disinterested and inactive populace; the effect of the informal report is negligible 

over the long term.  For these reasons, none of these solutions is effective. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

In order to facilitate road injury prevention measures, the input of the community 

must be gathered, processed, and shared.  As a cornerstone of this policy, communities 

see potential in the collation of driving behavior in their vicinities.  The collation of this 
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driving behavior can develop enforcement patterns for police in affected communities 

and reveal problematic driving behavior. 

 In accordance with this desire, the idea of a Web enabled feedback system is 

warranted.  The specifications desired for the system are elaborated here.  The system 

would need functionality to manage users and the data submitted, and extend reports of 

the data to the community.  Additionally, users need to manage themselves and the data 

they input.   

 User management would play an important role in the proposed system.  An 

administrator’s ability to issue, remove, and disable credentials for the system is critical.  

These functionalities need to be implemented in the events of addition and subtraction 

from the community and to prevent abuse of the system. 

 Data management plays its own important part of the picture.  An administrator’s 

ability to process the information submitted by users is critical.  In the system, any data 

input by a user must first be processed by the administrator; this is necessary to ensure 

the information reported is ‘scrubbed’ of personal data that could be considered 

defamatory.  Defamatory information is contrary to the objective of the system.  The 

administrator also has the job of determining what type of data must be collected.  In this 

system, the community has determined that type of vehicle, infraction, conditions, and 

location and time are the information necessary for prevention policy.  Users need the 

ability to bring attention to data they understand is false. 

 The reporting functionality is core to the implementation of the system.  The 

ability to present data to the public is tantamount.  For the purposes of the system, the 

data will be viewable to anyone who enters the system.  It is also important that the 
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information extended to the report not include contextual information with it that can 

associate a specific set of data to the user who submitted it.  This is related to the 

defamatory information policy, in that the system must also not be used in a retaliatory 

manner.  The reporting interface would have two components; a textual representation of 

the information, such as summations, and a graphical representation, which represents 

where in the community infractions occur.  These representations must be filterable by 

the user viewing the data.  They need to be filterable by criteria such as time, location, 

type, and infraction. 

 Users need the ability to manage themselves and their data.  They need to manage 

any personal information kept in the system, such as name and contact information as 

well as their credential information like password.  Users need to see the reports they 

have given to the system and the ability to update their data.  In these instances, it is 

necessary for the system administrator to approve the updated report.  Likewise, if a user 

wishes to delete a report of their own, this action would also be upon approval by the 

administrator.  Both these actions would require a textual reason for review by the 

administrator. 

1.3 Deliverables 

1. Web application 

a. Two example instances 

i. Take Back the Road 

ii. Hell’s Ice Cream Parlor 

b. Example plug-in 

i. Google Maps interface 

2. Source code 

3. Database description code 

4. Project description documents 
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2. Solution Description 

2.1 User Profiles 

The system has four different user profiles 

1. Unauthenticated Public 

2. Authenticated User 

3. Approver 

4. Administrator 

 

The use case participation for these users is elaborated in the appendix. 

The unauthenticated public is able to view the data, report faulty information, and 

register for the system.  The authenticated user is able to submit reports and manipulate 

his/her account information and previously submitted reports.  The approver has the 

ability to moderate reports in order to change their status.  This includes approving and 

disabling reports.  Administrator users have advanced capability to approve, disable, and 

additionally remove reports.  These users can also define the lists, components, and 

attributes that constitute the data gathered by the system, and triage indications of fault in 

the information. 

2.2 Design Protocols 

 

The system is comprised of four principal areas: 

1. Public facing components 

2. User authentication controlled components 

3. Administrator authentication controlled components 

4. Shared functionality 

 

Each of these components performs important functionality that contributes to the 

success of the system. 
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2.3 Public Facing Components 

The public facing components provide functionality for reviewing the data the 

system has gathered, registering for the system, and logging into the system. 

For the purposes of the community oriented policing system, the reporting screen 

includes a Google Maps interface and aggregate totals (Figure 1).  The Google Maps 

interface is provided by a plug-in to the system.  The system parses plug-in files 

automatically; administration intervention is unnecessary.  The plug-ins can access the 

data held in the system, react to the changing environment of the support page, or operate 

independently of the system, i.e. accessing the database directly or connecting to third 

party services.  The exact operation would be defined by the plug-in implementer.  The 

user has the ability to filter the data presented at this screen to the specifications s/he 

desires, and the ability to dig deeper into the data to see individual reports by clicking 

those data points. 

Additionally, the public has the ability to register as a user so s/he can contribute 

to the system.  This screen (Figure 2) is statically populated with username (unique 

across the system) and password, and dynamically populated with the attributes the 

administrator has generated for the user model. 

The screen for logging into the system requests a user name and password from 

the unauthenticated user (Figure 3).  If the credentials are satisfactory, the user is given 

access to the appropriate authenticated portions of the system.  If not, they are told the 

error encountered.  These errors consist of error states such as ‘username is invalid,’ 

‘password is invalid,’ or ‘account is disabled or removed.’ 
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Figure 1 Reporting 

 

 
Figure 2 Account Registration 
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Figure 3 Login Screen 

 

2.4 User Authentication Controlled Components 

 The components opened for use by system authentication as a user are the account 

editing component and the ‘My Reports’ component. 

 The account editing component uses the same interface as the account registration 

screen (Figure 2) with some modifications.  In this screen (Figure 4), the username field 

is pre-populated with the user’s username and unable to be changed.  Additionally, some 

of the validation functions differ: a password is not required; the boxes are only to be 

used to change the user’s current password. 

The ‘My Reports’ screen (Figure 5) gives the users the ability to review, edit, and 

remove the reports s/he input previously. 
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Figure 4 Account Editing 

 

 
Figure 5 My Reports 
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2.5 Administrator Authentication Controlled Components 

 The components opened for use by authentication as a system administrator are 

the management tools for the information model, user model, list model, system 

configuration, user administration, information administration, and fault administration.  

The main screen to reach these is illustrated in Figure 6. 

 The management screen for the information model (Figure 7) allows the 

authenticated user the ability to edit, remove, and add components to the information 

model.  The management screen for the user model (Figure 8) uses a similar interface and 

provides the same functionality for the users’ attributes.  The management screen for the 

list model (Figure 9) uses the same interface and provides the same functionality for lists.  

The management screens for user administration and system configuration are of a 

similar construct.  The screen for information management (Figure 10) sorts the reports 

by status and provides functionality for changing the status of each report, viewing a 

single report, or viewing a single user.  The screen for user management (Figure 11) 

divides users by status and provides functionality for changing the status of the user and 

viewing his/her reports.  The screen for managing fault report information (Figure 12) 

provides functionality for changing the status of a report, viewing a user report singly, 

and removing the fault report from the information store.  The screen for managing the 

system configuration (Figure 13) provides functionality for setting elements of the 

system’s configuration. 
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Figure 6 Management Screen 

 

Fi

Figure 7 Information Model Management 
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Figure 8 User Model Management 

 

 
Figure 9 List Model Management 
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Figure 10 Information Management 

 

 
Figure 11 User Management 
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Figure 12 Fault Report Management 

 

 
Figure 13 System Configuration 
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2.6 Shared Functionality 

 The largest component with shared functionality is the individual report screen.  

For the public and the unauthenticated user, this screen (Figure 14) shows the information 

submitted by the user and a mechanism for indicating faulty information.  For the 

administrator, this screen (Figure 15) also shows a mechanism for changing the status of 

the report or viewing the user individually. 

 
Figure 14 Report Screen for the Public or Authenticated User 
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Figure 15 Report Screen for the Administrator 

 

 The proposal detailed a seven sector infrastructure for the system, divided 

between project provided framework and end-user provided implementation. At this 

point in the system design, the reporting interface is mostly complete; the security and 

authentication components are complete as is the persistent storage component.  The 

information model for the implementation has been set and approximately thirty reports 

have been filed in the system as test data.  The presentation template for the prototype 

implementation is set.  The plug-in interface requires implementation at this time. 

Each screen seen in this report resides in a sector of the matrix.  Technically, each 

screen is a presentation template (visual design elements) mated with application code by 

the infrastructure provided template system.  This allows the administrator to employ a 

designer to create a visual design without needing to change source code. 
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Figure 16 High-level System Architecture 

3. Testing Plan 

 Testing for the system occurred concurrently with development.  Each component 

is tested as implemented and revisited as testing cycles require; this means the system 

components were reevaluated after any and all implementation changes.  As part of the 

testing, the framework was implemented over more than a single site to test the 

reusability of the system.  The faculty in the Department of Information Technology was 

utilized for user interface guidance and implementation feedback.  Additionally, use case 

tests are evaluated on a ‘Pass’ or ‘Fail’ criteria.  The objective of a use case test is to 

ascertain whether the system satisfies the conditions set by each use case.  The ‘Pass’ / 

‘Fail’ evaluation leads to a fair indicator of project progress. 

Use Case Evaluation Pass Fail 

Login X  

Logout X  
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View & Filter Report Data X  

File a Report X  

View Filed Reports X  

Edit Filed Report  X 

Delete Filed Report X  

Manage Personal Information X  

Report Faulty Data X  

Approve New Report X 
 

 

Approve Updated Report X  

Remove Credentials X  

Disable Credentials X  

Triage Faulty Report Data X  

Manage Information Model X  

Remove Report Data X  

Disable Report X  

Create User X  

Manage System Configuration X  

Manage User Model X  

Manage Lists X  

Export Data X  

View Report by User X  

 

4. Conclusions & Recommendations 

It was not easy communicating the full scope of my project with only the single 

example.  I believe adding a second site to my project, as a proof of concept, was 

invaluable for establishing the maneuverability of my concept, an establishment sorely 

needed for the project’s ultimate success. The project surely was a success; with the code 

provided, an interested party could establish their own Internet-enabled feedback system 

quickly and easily. 
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There are portions of the implementation I have further ideas for, in the way of 

both enhancements and improvements.  Whether I pursue those actively is as yet 

undetermined. 

One painful lesson I learned in this project is to maintain a backup policy on 

development code.  My main computer has a strict backup policy that saves my work and 

education documents.  I failed to implement such a backup strategy on my project’s 

development code.  Because of this, when I went to bring my separate sites to 

concurrency a few days before Tech Expo, I overwrite files the wrong way and lost most 

everything I had completed spring quarter.  The silver lining in a very dark cloud was that 

I did not lose the code I had written to generate the Google Maps interface in ‘Take Back 

the Road.’  I was nearly protected from major damage from this move because of another 

‘lesson’ I learned; good project management can lesson the damage of bad IT policy.  

The fact that I scheduled aggressively winter quarter meant the amount of work I lost 

from the aforementioned blunder wasn’t near as great as it could have been. 

Even with late blunders, the application is still robust and full-featured, garnering 

compliments and even ‘Best of Web Development’ at Tech Expo 2007 on these 

strengths.  The site meets the deliverables stated in ‘Project Description;’ there are two 

example applications as well as a plug-in, description documents for the system, and the 

system’s code. 
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Appendix 

A. Project Budget 

 

Item Windows Managed My Cost 

PHP $0 $0 $0 

MS SQL 
5000 0 0 

Web server (Included) 

Server Hardware (3) 850 0 0 

Server Software 1000 0 0 

Adobe Dreamweaver (1) 399 399 0 

Portable storage flash drive (5) 35 35 0 

Managed hosting 0 68 0 

Windows Cost $7284   

Managed Cost  $502  

My Cost   $0 
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B. Project Schedule 
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C. Use Cases and Responsibilities Diagram 

View Filed 

Reports

AU

Logout

AU

Login

AU

Report Faulty 

Data

UP

Search 

Reports

UP

Edit Filed 

Report

U

Manage 

Personal Data

U

Delete Filed 

Report

U

File Report

U

View Report 

By User

A

Triage Faulty 

Report Data

A

Disable 

Credentials

A

Remove 

Credentials

A

Manage Information 

Model

A

Remove 

Report Data

A

Disable 

Report

A

Above is a use case diagram of the solution.  The responsibilities of the system are 

divided between three separate parties: the public (P), the user (U), and the 

administrator (A).  Each box represents a single use case, and the inner boxes 

represent the primary actor in the use case (further elaboration on each use case 

can be found in the appendix).  The use cases described cover the responsibilities 

of the system, ranging from administration tasks to data input and manipulation.  

Two use cases fill colors differ from the others; these two use cases are high risk & 

high impact.  Effort put into their completion will be necessary early.

View & Filter Report 

Data

UP

Manage User 

Model

A

Manage Lists

A

Manage System 

Configuration

A

Export Data

UP

Create User

P

Approve New 

Reports

A

Approve Updated 

Reports

A
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D. Use Case Elaborations 

1. Login 

2. Logout 

3. View & Filter Report Data 

4. File a Report 

5. View Filed Reports 

6. Edit Filed Report 

7. Delete Filed Report 

8. Manage Personal Information 

9. Report Faulty Data 

10. Approve New Report 

11. Approve Updated Report 

12. Remove Credentials 

13. Disable Credentials 

14. Triage Faulty Report Data 

15. Manage Information Model 

16. Remove Report Data 

17. Disable Report 

18. Create User 

19. Manage System Configuration 

20. Manage User Model 

21. Manage Lists 

22. Export Data 

23. View Report by User 
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D.1 Login 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Unauthenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 
User wants to present credentials and be allowed access to protected parts of the 

system 

System wants to protect access to data modification and input 

Preconditions: None 

Post conditions: User is authenticated within the system, allowing user access to data 

modification and input commands 

Main Success Scenario 
User arrives at credential interface 

User provides credential information 

System accepts & processes credential information 

System authenticates credential information 

User is authenticated with system command access 

Extensions 
a. Credential information is invalid 

a. System can not authenticate user 

b. System presents user with error information 

c. User returns to Main Success Scenario 

D.2 Logout 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 

User wants to exit the system 

System wants to revoke user authentication 

Preconditions 
User is authenticated 

Post conditions: User’s authentication is revoked 

Main Success Scenario 
User utilizes system functionality to remove authentication 

System revokes authentication 

D.3 View & Filter Report Data 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Unauthenticated public or authenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 
Unauthenticated public or authenticated user wants to view report data 

Preconditions: None 

Post conditions: None 

Main Success Scenario 
Unauthenticated public or authenticated user arrives at reporting interface 

Reporting interface displays collected data from supplied or default criteria 
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Extensions 
a. Change reporting interface criteria 

a. User changes criteria for reporting interface 

b. User returns to Main Success Scenario 

D.4 File a Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 

User wants to provide data about detrimental road behavior 

System wants to capture detrimental road behavior 

Preconditions: User is authenticated within the system 

Post conditions: System has collected detrimental road behavior 

Main Success Scenario 
User arrives at reporting screen 

User inputs the information he has observed 

System processes and stores user information 

Filed report is allocated to system approval pool 

D.5 View Filed Reports 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 

User wants to see full list of his or her input information 

Preconditions: User is authenticated within the system 

Post conditions: None 

Main Success Scenario 

User arrives at information screen showing all filed reports 

Each report provides functionality that leads into View, Edit, & Delete Report use 

cases 

D.6 Edit Filed Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing 

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholder and Interests 

 User has updated information on a road incident 

System wants to capture this data and triage it 

Preconditions: User is authenticated within the system 

Post conditions: System has collected updated information on a user’s report 

Main Success Scenario 

User is presented with information on a road incident previously reported 

User inputs updated information about the report 

System process and stores the updated information 

User’s report is returned to the system approval pool 
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D.7 Delete Filed Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholders and Interests 

User wants to delete a filed report 

System wants to remove data after appropriate review process 

Preconditions: User is authenticated with the system 

Post conditions: System has captured data removal request 

Main Success Scenario 

User indicates report he or she wants deleted 

User confirms deletion request & provides textual reason 

Report is marked for deletion and sent to the approval pool 

Extensions 

a. User does not confirm 

a. Report is not marked for deletion or enter approval pool 

b. User does not provide reason 

b. Report is not marked for deletion or enter approval pool 

D.8 Manage Personal Information 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated user 

Stakeholders and Interest 

User has personal information he or she wants to manage 

Preconditions: User is authenticated 

Post conditions: System updates user information 

Main Success Scenario 

User is presented with information recorded on his or her person 

User updates the information presented 

System process information and saves it 

D.9 Report Faulty Data 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated user & unauthenticated public 

Stakeholders and Interests 

User has information that data in a report is faulty 

System requires user input on faulty information 

Preconditions: User is authenticated 

Post conditions: System captures faulty data indication & tags report as faulty for review 

Main Success Scenario 

User indicates report with faulty data 

User provides textual reason for faulty indication 

System processes information, marks report as being tagged faulty for 

authenticated administer review 

D.10 Approve New Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  
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Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 

User has submitted a new report 

System wants to triage report 

Preconditions 
User submitted report is in approval pool 

Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Report is approved & now present in reporting interface 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates report to be triaged 

Administrator approves report 

Report is present in reporting interface data 

Extensions 

a. Report is not approved 

a. Administrator does not approve report 

b. Administrator deletes report or returns to user 

D.11 Approve Updated Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 

User has submitted a report update 

System wants to triage report update 

Preconditions 
Updated report is in approval pool 

Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Update is approved & again present in reporting interface 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates report to be triaged 

Administrator approves update 

Report is again present in reporting interface data 

Extensions 

a. Report update is not approved 

c. Administrator does not approve report 

d. Administrator returns report to user 

D.12 Remove Credentials 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to remove credentials 

Preconditions: Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Credentials are removed from the system 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates credentials to delete 

Administrator confirms deletion 
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System removes credentials 

Extensions 

a. Administrator does not confirm 

a. Credentials are not removed 

D.13 Disable Credentials 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to disable credentials 

Preconditions: Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Credentials are disabled 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates credentials to disable 

Administrator confirms disable 

System disables credentials 

Extensions 

a. Administrator does not confirm 

a. Credentials are not disabled 

D.14 Triage Faulty Report Data 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to view fault reports 

Preconditions 
Faulty data report in the system 

Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Faulty data report is triaged 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator views reported faults 

Administrator selects action based on textual reason of fault 

Disable, remove, or update use cases for the administrator run 

D.15 Manage Information Model 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to update information captured by the system 

Preconditions: Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Information model reflects updates for the needs of the community 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator is presented with current information model 

Administrator updates information model design 

System saves the new information model 
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D.16 Remove Report Data 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to remove data 

Preconditions: Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Report data is removed from the system 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates report to remove 

Administrator confirms removal 

System removes report data 

Extensions 

a. Administrator does not confirm 

b. Report data is not removed 

D.17 Disable Report 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary Actor: Authenticated administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator wants to disable data 

Preconditions: Authenticated as administrator in the system 

Post conditions: Report data is disabled 

Main Success Scenario 

Administrator indicates report to disable 

Administrator confirms disable 

System disables report data 

Extensions 

a. Administrator does not confirm 

c. Report data is not disabled 

 

D.18 Create User 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary User: Public 

Stakeholders and Interests 
 Public wishes to participate in the authenticated portions of the system 

 Administrator wants to automate credential creation 

Preconditions: None 

Post conditions: Public user has become an authenticated user 

Main Success Scenario 
 Public user enters account information 

 System checks account information 

 System creates user 

Extensions 
a. Account information is incomplete 

a. Display error to user 
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D.19 Manage System Configuration 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary User: Administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests: 

 System has built in options the administrator wishes to configure 

Preconditions: User is authenticated as administrator 

Post conditions: System configuration variables are configured 

Main Success Scenario 
 Administrators enters values for system configuration variables 

 System saves variable values 

 

D.20 Manage User Model 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Stakeholders and Interests 
 Administrator wishes to collect certain information from a user 

Preconditions: User is authenticated as administrator 

Post conditions: The user model for the system is complete 

Main Success Scenario 
 Administrator indicates what information to collect about a user 

 System stores this information for account creation 

 

D.21 Manage Lists 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary User: Administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
Administrator has components and attributes that he wishes to populate with 

preset options 

Preconditions: User is authenticated as administrator 

Post conditions: The list model for the system is complete 

Main Success Scenario 
 Administrator indicates the values for preset options s/he wants 

 System stores lists and their values 

 

D.22 Export Data 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary User: Public 

Stakeholders and Interests 
 Public wishes to see raw data instead of aggregate information in a visual form 

Preconditions: None 

Post conditions: User has XML document with raw data 

Main Success Scenario 
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System exports raw data to selected type 

 

D.23 View Report by User 

Scope: Framework for Collecting, Reporting, & Sharing  

Primary User: Administrator 

Stakeholders and Interests 
 Administrator wants to jump directly to one user’s information 

Preconditions: User is authenticated as administrator 

Post conditions: User views a particular user’s data 

Main Success Scenario 
 Administrator indicates user to view 

 System presents that user’s reports 
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E. Database 
Design

Lists

PK ListID

U1 Name

ListValues

PK,FK1 ListID

PK Value

Components

PK ComponentID

 Component

FK1 TypeID

 Required

 Description

Type

PK TypeID

U1 Type

Users

PK UserID

U1 Login

 Password

FK1 StatusID

FK2 RoleID

ComponentsToList

PK,FK1 ComponentID

FK2 ListID

Attributes

PK AttributeID

U1 Name

FK1 TypeID

 Required

UsersToAttributes

PK ID

FK1 UserID

FK2 AttributeID

 Value

Information

PK InformationID

FK2 ReportID

FK1 ComponentID

 Value

Status

PK StatusID

U1 Status

Report

PK ReportID

FK1 UserID

FK2 StatusID

 Created

 Updated

AttributesToList

PK,FK1 AttributeID

FK2 ListID

SystemConfig

PK ID

U1 Variable

 Value

Roles

PK RoleID

U1 Role

FaultyReport

PK FaultID

FK1 UserID

FK2 ReportID

 Rationale
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F. Class 
Diagram

-ID : long(idl)

-Login : string(idl)

-Password : string(idl)

-Role

-Attributes

-Status

System::User

-ID

-User

-Status

-Components

System::Report

+addUser()

+updateUser()

+removeUser()

+disableUser()

+addReport()

+updateReport()

+removeReport()

+disableReport()

+updateModel()

System::System

+getUser()

+saveUser()

Database::DBUsers

Database::DataAccess

+getList()

+SaveList()

Database::DBLists

+getReport()

+saveReport()

Database::DBReports

-ID

-Attribute

-Type

System::Attribute

-ID

-Type

-Required

System::Component

+getComponent()

+saveComponent()

Database::DBComponents

-getAttribute

-saveAttribute

Database::DBAttributes

«uses»
«uses»

«uses»

«uses»

«uses»

Admin

Approver

User
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G. Mid-level System Architecture 

Presentation Tier

Logic Processing

Database Access Layer

Plug-in(s)*

MS SQL
AdoDB*

Plug-ins, by their technical construction within the system, have the ability to query the logic processing layer to perform 

operations on information gathered by the system.  The plug-in can then write information into the presentation tier.

The participatory classes (of which Report and User are not an exhaustive list) are used to encapsulate information 

garnered from the database and passed about the architecture.

ADOdb is a collection of PHP classes distributed freely under both a BSD style license and a Limited GNU Public License.  

These two licenses together effectively allow free use and redistribution as long as the original copyright information 

remains with the source code (my application complies with this requirement).  ADOdb is a database abstraction layer that 

allows me to easily connect to a database.  This abstraction layer would theoretically allow the application’s specific 

database storage technology (MS SQL) be replaced, i.e. with a competitor (MySQL), without needing to modify source 

code.  Additionally, the database abstraction layer provides quick and easy parameterized query support, a modern 

database programming methodology that alleviates specific security concerns.

Participatory Classes*

Reports Users

* indicates additional information 

available at bottom
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H. Code Examples 

 

H.1 Logout Code, System object 
/* 

Logout 

clear the session and its cookie, go back to the home page 

*/ 

function Logout() 

{ 

$_SESSION = array(); 

if( isset( $_COOKIE[session_name()] ) ) 

 { 

  setcookie( session_name(), '', time() - 42000, '/' ); 

 } 

 session_destroy(); 

 $this->redirect("Index.php"); 

} 

 

H.2 Output Filter, Templates object 
/* 

Output filter 

 generate a textbox/dropdownlist/etc to function as filters 

 $component parameter is the component in question 

*/ 

function outputFilter( $component ) 

{  

 $this->filterOut("<span>"); 

 $this->filterOut("<b>".$component->getName()."</b>:&nbsp;"); 

 switch($component->getType()) 

 { 

  case "Dropdownlist": 

  case "Radio": 

  case "Checkbox": 

   $this->filterOut("<select name='".urlencode($component-

>getName())."'>"); 

   $this->filterOut("<option value=''></option>"); 

   $vals = $component->getValues(); 

   foreach($vals as $name => $val ) 

   { 

    $selected = ''; 

    if( isset( $_REQUEST[urlencode($component->getName())] ) 

) 

    { 

     if($val == $_REQUEST[urlencode($component-

>getName())]) 

      $selected = ' selected'; 

    } 

    $this->filterOut("<option 

value='$val'$selected>$val</option>"); 

   } 

   $this->filterOut("</select>"); 

   break; 
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  case "Text": 

  case "Textbox": 

   $val = ''; 

   if( isset( $_REQUEST[urlencode($component->getName())] ) ) 

    $val = $_REQUEST[urlencode($component->getName())]; 

   $this->filterOut("<input type='text' name='".urlencode($component-

>getName())."' value='$val' />"); 

   break; 

  case "Date": 

   $val = ''; 

   if( isset( $_REQUEST[urlencode($component->getName())] ) ) 

    $val = $_REQUEST[urlencode($component->getName())]; 

   $this->filterOut("<input type='text' name='".urlencode($component-

>getName())."' value='$val' onfocus='showCalendarControl(this);' />"); 

   break; 

  default: 

   break; 

 } 

 $this->filterOut("</span>"); 

} 

H.3 Example PHP Page 
<?php 

include_once('Config.php'); 

 

if( !empty( $_SESSION['UserID'] ) ) 

{ 

 $temp->myReports(); 

} 

else 

{ 

 $temp->denied(); 

 

} 

?> 
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